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Abstract

In this paper, the performance of precoded bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) spatial multiplexing
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system with spatial component interleaver is investigated. For the ideal
precoded spatial multiplexing MIMO system with spatial component interleaver based on singular value
decomposition (SVD) of the MIMO channel, the average pairwise error probability (PEP) of coded bits is derived. Based
on the PEP analysis, the optimum spatial Q-component interleaver design criterion is provided to achieve the
minimum error probability. For the limited feedback precoded proposed scheme with linear zero forcing (ZF) receiver,
in order to minimize a bound on the average probability of a symbol vector error, a novel effective signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR)-based precoding matrix selection criterion and a simplified criterion are proposed. Based on the average
mutual information (AMI)-maximization criterion, the optimal constellation rotation angles are investigated.
Simulation results indicate that the optimized spatial multiplexing MIMO system with spatial component interleaver
can achieve significant performance advantages compared to the conventional spatial multiplexing MIMO system.

Keywords: Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), Bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM), Signal space diversity
(SSD), Spatial multiplexing, Precoding, Rayleigh channels

1 Introduction
Coded modulation is one of the pivotal techniques
of wireless communications. High spectral efficiency
and link reliability are always the challenges and goals
of wireless communication systems. Nowadays, bit-
interleaved coded modulation (BICM) multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) technology has become one of
the fundamental technologies and has been widely used in
current wireless communication standards, such as IEEE
802.11ac, 3GPP LTE [1–5].
For the MIMO system, spatial multiplexing is an effec-

tive method to multiply channel capacity and spectral
efficiency. A high data rate signal stream is mapped onto
multiple layers and each low-rate substream is trans-
mitted simultaneously [6–8]. Unfortunately, spatial mul-
tiplexing is sensitive to ill-conditioning of the channel
matrix. Besides, MIMO can also be implemented to
obtain the diversity gain. Precoding and space-time cod-
ing (STC) are the most commonly used technologies.
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The basic idea of precoding is to use some form of
channel state information (CSI) at the transmitter and
receiver to customize the transmitted signal to the eigen-
structure of the matrix channel [8–13]. The precoding
based on singular value decomposition (SVD) with full
CSI is known to achieve the MIMO channel capacity.
After the SVD of channel matrix, the transmit precod-
ing and receiver shaping transform the MIMO channel
into M independent single-input single-output (SISO)
channels, where M is the number of the transmit lay-
ers [8]. The most serious drawback of SVD precoding
is the requirement of complete CSI at both the trans-
mitter and receiver. To reduce the data for the feed-
back channel, limited feedback (LF) precoding schemes
[13–17] were proposed, where a finite set of pre-
determined unitary precoding matrices, referred to as the
unitary codebook, are known to both the transmitter and
the receiver. The receiver only needs to feedback the index
of the precoding matrix as a function of the current CSI
over a limited feedback channel. This practical approach
significantly reduces the feedback overhead of MIMO
systems.
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However, a substantial tradeoff between spatial diversity
and spatial multiplexing gains exists in a MIMO system
[18–22]. How to get the maximum diversity gain and
multiplexing gain at the same time is the main concern.
Space-time bit-interleaved coded modulation (ST-BICM)
is a full-rate space-time code to obtain high diversity and
coding gain on MIMO channel [23, 24]. Through the
serial concatenation of a channel encoder, an optimized
bit interleaver, and a space-time signal constellation map-
per, the diversity order and the coding gain depend on the
Hamming distance of certain coded bit sub-sequences.
In order to exploit the maximum diversity gain, the joint
design of the code, the bit interleaver, and the space-
time constellationmapper has great importance. A similar
scheme named bit-interleaved coded multiple beamform-
ing (BICMB) is proposed in [25]. It showed that for
any convolutional code and any spatial demultiplexer, the
maximum achievable diversity order is related with the
product of the code rate and the number of streams. In
fact, ST-BICM and BICMB can be viewed as the space-
time extension of the BICM concept. The optimal per-
formance is based on the ideal interleaving condition or
a optimized interleaver which enables a global optimiza-
tion taking into account channel coding. Therefore, it put
forward a very high request to the design of bit inter-
leaver to achieve the ideal interleaving condition which
is highly correlated with the channel coding and MIMO
configuration.
Signal space diversity (SSD) is an effective method to

achieve the diversity gain and improve the error per-
formance in fading channel without additional power or
bandwidth [26]. The 2-dimensional SSD can be imple-
mented by the combination of constellation rotation and
component interleaving. Application of SSD in SISO sys-
tems has been widely studied [27–33]. In contrast, the
research of SSD technique in coded MIMO systems
remains undeveloped. Combining SSD with MIMO sys-
tem is discussed in [34–40]. A coded MIMO scheme
for block-fading channels that consists of a channel code
and a space-time code based on SSD was proposed in
[34]. In [35], the authors extended the SSD scheme to V-
BLAST MIMO systems in order to achieve the maximum
diversity gain without additional power or bandwidth con-
sumption. The spatial multiplexingMIMO-OFDM system
with a random swapping coordinate interleaver was pro-
posed in [36, 37]. We also proposed a DFT-S-OFDM
scheme based on SSD and applied SSD to the WLAN
[38, 39]. Nevertheless, the proposed schemes and their
optimization methods in current literatures still have
many limitations and shortcomings. For instance,

• Most of the proposed MIMO systems with SSD in
existing literature are merely an extension of
SISO-SSD system, such as the proposed schemes in

[36, 37]. It is simply a combination of spatial
multiplexing MIMO and time domain component
interleaving on each layer. In order to achieve the
diversity gain, the variability of fading on time
domain needs to be guaranteed. However, the spatial
dimension provided by MIMO channel is
unconsidered.

• The optimal rotation angles in the current research
mainly based on the optimization of uncoded system
[34–36], such as the maximum product distance
criterion introduced in [26], or based on the extensive
computer simulation [38, 39]. As for the coded
MIMO scheme, actual operating signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) is quite low that it invalidates the results.
Hence, the angle values that depend on the
maximum product distance do not lead to the best
error performance for the coded modulation MIMO
schemes.

• For the coded MIMO system with SSD, the
theoretical performance analysis is very difficult.
Compared with SISO system, coded MIMO system
with SSD lacks the theoretical analysis of the
performance. The performance of proposed
MIMO-SSD systems in [34–39] are evaluated by
simulations.

• For the coded spatial multiplexing MIMO system,
existing literatures mainly focus on the application
and optimization of SSD with open-loop MIMO or
SVD-precoded close-loop MIMO. Few studies on the
SSD technology concentrated on limited feedback
precoding.

In [40], a novel coordinate-interleaved spatial
multiplexing (CISM) scheme based on SVD precoding
is proposed. CISM diagonalizes the MIMO channel and
interleaves the coordinates of the transmitted symbols
over different layers to improve the diversity gains of
the weaker eigenmodes resulting in a significant gain
in the overall diversity. Compared with the ST-BICM
and BICMB, the overall error rate performance can be
significantly improved just by a simple component level
interleaving with very short interleaving depth instead of
the joint optimization of channel coding and specially
designed bit level interleaver. Based on the symbol error
probability analysis, the optimal constellation rotation
angle and diversity-multiplexing tradeoff are analyzed.
It enlightens us to utilize the natural spatial features of
MIMO and extend the SSD to the spatial dimension.
In this paper, channel encoding is added to the CISM
scheme and a similar precoded BICM spatial multiplexing
MIMO system with spatial component interleaver among
transmit layers is studied. We focus on the optimization
of the system performance with channel coding. The
main contributions of this paper are as follows.
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• The optimum spatial Q-component interleaver
design criterion for the proposed CISM scheme with
SVD precoding is discussed.
An efficient spatial Q-component interleaver is
proposed in [40] (Eq. (5)). It is one of the important
foundation of SEP analysis and strongly associated
with the conclusion in [40]. However, the proposed
interleaver lacks theoretical basis. In this paper, we
first investigate the performance of an ideal
SVD-precoded BICM CISM scheme. Based on the
analysis of average PEP of coded bits, the optimum
spatial Q-component interleaver design criterion is
provided to attain the minimum error probability.
We proved that the optimum spatial Q-component
interleaver is exactly the interleaver proposed in [40]
and consummate the theoretical analysis of [40].

• The optimal precoding matrix selection criterion that
is suitable for the proposed MIMO scheme with LF
precoding is discussed.
In [40], the CISM scheme with SVD precoding is
studied. In this paper, the performance of the
proposed coded CISM scheme with practical LF
precoding is analyzed. Based on the linear zero
forcing (ZF) receiver, in order to minimize a bound
on the average probability of a symbol vector error, a
novel effective SNR-based precoding matrix selection
criterion and a simplified criterion that are suitable
for the proposed MIMO scheme are proposed.

• The optimal constellation rotation angle of the
proposed coded MIMO scheme is investigated.
In [40], the optimal rotation angle obtained by SEP
analysis is only applicable to the uncoded CISM
scheme with SVD precoding. For the coded MIMO
SSD system, the optimal angle depends on many
factors, i.e., the number of antennas, the number of
transmit layers, code rate, and modulation, which are
usually ignored in present papers. Average mutual
information (AMI) is an effective means to reflect the
system performance and has been widely used in
system optimization [32, 41–43]. A non-asymptotic
space-time block code (STBC) design criterion based
on the bitwise AMI maximization at a specific target
SNR is proposed in [43]. It establishes the relation

curve between the optimal design parameter θ and
SNR. Therefore, the operating SNR should be
determined before selecting the optimal parameter.
In this paper, the BICM-AMI is used to search for the
optimal constellation rotation angle. Based on the
AMI-maximization criterion, the relationship
between the system achievable rate and the optimal
angle is established. It provides a direct reference to
choose the optimal angle without determination of
SNR.

Simulation results verify the theoretical analysis and
show that the optimized spatial multiplexing MIMO sys-
temwith spatial component interleaver can achieve signif-
icant performance advantages.
Throughout this paper, we use bold letters to represent

vectors or matrices. (·)T and (·)H represent transposition
and conjugate transposition. tr (·) represents trace of a
matrix. SNR = Er / N0, where Er denotes the average
symbol energy per receive antenna and N0 = 2σ 2 denotes
the variance of the complex Gaussian noise. Extensive lit-
erature has proven that Gray labeling is optimal for BICM
system [44]. Therefore, Gray labeling is employed in this
paper.
The paper is organized as follows. The spatial multiplex-

ing MIMO scheme with spatial Q-interleaver is proposed
in Section 2. Performance analysis about the pro-
posed scheme with optimum SVD precoding is given in
Section 3. The limited feedback unitary precoding for the
proposed scheme is discussed in Section 4. Based on the
AMI analysis, the optimal rotation angles for proposed
systems are presented in Section 5. Simulation results
are presented in Section 6 on Rayleigh fading channels.
Concluding remarks are offered in Section 7.

2 Systemmodel
The general model ofM-layer spatial multiplexing MIMO
system with spatial component interleaver is illustrated in
Fig. 1. The MIMO system is equipped with NT transmit
antennas and NR receive antennas, M ≤ min{NR,NT }.
Uniform power allocation for each layer is considered in
this paper. As can be seen from Fig. 1, the CISM scheme
introduced in [40] is an uncoded case of the proposed

Fig. 1 System model for spatial multiplexing MIMO with spatial component interleaver
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scheme with SVD precoding. In the transmitter, each of
theM layers is encoded andmodulated independently. For
the lth (1 ≤ l ≤ M) layer, K information bits are encoded
and interleaved to yield the N length coded bit sequence,
where the code rate R = K

N . Afterwards, m-tuple-coded
bits are mapped to a complex symbol xlk = xlk(I)+ j ·xlk(Q)

which is chosen from a 2m-ary rotated QAM constella-
tion set χ = {

x̂1, x̂2, ..., x̂2m
}
according to the optimal

angle. A spatial Q-component interleaver is applied for the
Q-components of M symbols at the same instant
according to the interleaving criterion f (l):

snk(Q) = xlk(Q), n = f (l), (1)

where snk denotes the kth symbol at the nth (n ∈
[1,M] ) layer after the spatial Q-component interleaver.
Obviously, I-components keep the same layer-order as
before, and just Q-components change the layer-order.
The precoder in the transmitter takes the symbol vec-

tor s = (
s1k , s

2
k , . . . , s

M
k
)T as input and generates a vector

v =
(
v1k , v

2
k , . . . , v

NT
k

)T
to be mapped onto NT transmit

antenna ports, where vpk represents the kth symbol on
the transmit antenna port p. Assuming perfect timing,
synchronization, and sampling, the received signal vector

r =
[
r1k , r

2
k , . . . , r

NR
k

]T
in the receiver can be expressed as

follows.

r = H · F · s + n, (2)

where H is the NR × NT MIMO channel matrix. In this
paper, the entries ofH is supposed to be independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) according to CN (0, 1). F is

the precoding matrix. n =
[
n1k , n

2
k , . . . , n

NR
k

]T
denotes a

column vector of NR complex Gaussian random variables
with mean zero and variance σ 2 = N0

2 . Assuming the
perfect CSI, after theMIMO detection and corresponding
spatial Q-component deinterleaving, the received symbol
on lth layer is reconstructed as ylk = ylk(I) + j · ylk(Q) that
corresponds to xlk in the transmitter. A serial concatena-
tion of a soft-in-soft-out rotated symbol demapper and a
channel decoder is employed on each layer to approach
the maximum likelihood (ML) receiver performance. For
the lth layer, l ∈ [1,M], assume that the code sequence cl
is transmitted and ĉl is detected. The jth coded bits cjl is
mapped to the ith bit of kth symbol xlk . The soft demapper
calculates the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) as follows.

Lcjl
�= ln

P
(
ci,kl = 0|ylk

)
P
(
ci,kl = 1|ylk

) = ln

∑
x̂∈χ0

i

P
(
ylk|xlk = x̂

)
∑
x̂∈χ1

i

P
(
ylk|xlk = x̂

) ,
(3)

where χα
i denotes the subset of all signals x ∈ χ whose

label has the value α ∈ {0, 1} in position i. According to
the LLRs, the information bits are decoded via channel
decoder.

3 Performance analysis of the proposed scheme
with SVD precoding

Based on knowledge of the full CSI at the transmitter, the
ideal precoding matrix can be obtained by SVD of the
MIMO channel [6, 8]. The well-known SVD transceiver
divides MIMO channel into parallel independent SISO
channels and transmits multiple streams over the result-
ing eigenmodes. According to the SVD criterion, the
MIMO channel matrixH is decomposed as

H = U�VH , (4)

where the NR × NR matrix U and the NT × NT matrix
V are unitary matrices. � is a NR × NT diagonal matrix
with singular values λi ∈ R

+ of H on the main diago-
nal in decreasing order. We denote Ū[M] and V̄[M] as the
firstM column vectors of U and V, respectively. As intro-
duced in [13, 40, 45], for the M layer spatial multiplexing
MIMO system, the precoding and detection process can
be expressed as linear transformations z = ŪH

[M]HV̄[M]s+
ŪH
[M]n.
After the spatial Q-component deinterleaving, for the

kth received symbol on lth layer, the fading coefficients of
I-component and Q-component are different that can be
expressed as

ylk(I) = λlxlk(I) + nlk(I) (5)

ylk(Q) = λf (l)xlk(Q) + nlk(Q),

where nlk = nlk(I) + j · nlk(Q) are complex Gaussian ran-
dom variables with mean zero and variance per compo-
nent σ 2 = N0

2 . For the lth layer, the PEP of cl and ĉl can be
expressed as

P
(
cl → ĉl|H

) = P

⎛
⎜⎝∑

j
min
x∈χ

c jl
i

(∣∣∣ylk(I) − λlx(I)
∣∣∣2 +

∣∣∣ylk(Q) − λf (l)x(Q)

∣∣∣2) ≥

∑
j

min
x∈χ

ĉ jl
i

(∣∣∣ylk(I) − λlx(I)
∣∣∣2 +

∣∣∣ylk(Q) − λf (l)x(Q)

∣∣∣2)
⎞
⎟⎠ .

(6)

In this paper, convolutional code is employed as the
channel code. The Hamming distance between cl and ĉl
is at least dfree. Without loss of generality, we assume

d
(
cl, ĉl

) = dfree. Thus, the elements in χ
c jl
i and χ

ĉ jl
i are

equal for all j except for dfree distinct values of j.
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For the dfree bits, we define x̂lk = arg min
x∈χ

ĉ jl
i(∣∣∣ylk(I) − λlx(I)

∣∣∣2 +
∣∣∣ylk(Q) − λf (l)x(Q)

∣∣∣2). By the same

method introduced in [46], the PEP can be upper-
bounded by

P
(
cl → ĉl|H

) ≤ P

⎛
⎝∑

j,dfree

(∣∣∣ylk(I) − λlxlk(I)
∣∣∣2 +

∣∣∣ylk(Q) − λf (l)xlk(Q)

∣∣∣2) ≥

∑
j,dfree

(∣∣∣ylk(I) − λl x̂lk(I)
∣∣∣2 +

∣∣∣ylk(Q) − λf (l)x̂lk(Q)

∣∣∣2)
⎞
⎠

= P

⎛
⎝ξ ≥

∑
j,dfree

(∣∣∣λl (xlk(I) − x̂lk(I)
)∣∣∣2 +

∣∣∣λf (l) (xlk(Q) − x̂lk(Q)
)∣∣∣2)

⎞
⎠ ,

(7)

where
∑

j,dfree
denotes the summation of the dfree terms

with index j. ξ = ∑
j,dfree

[
2λl

(
xlk(I) − x̂lk(I)

)
nlk(I) + 2λf (l)(

xlk(Q) − x̂lk(Q)
)
nlk(Q)

]
. Because of nlk(I) and

nlk(Q) are independent Gaussian random variables
with variance σ 2 = N0

2 , ξ is a Gaussian ran-
dom variable with zero mean and variance σ 2

ξ =∑
i,dfree

[
4
∣∣∣λl (xlk(I) − x̂lk(I)

)∣∣∣2 + 4
∣∣∣λf (l) (xlk(Q) − x̂lk(Q)

)∣∣∣2] · σ 2.

(7) can be expressed by the Gaussian Q-function as [8, 45]

P
(
cl → ĉl |H

) ≤ Q

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

√√√√√√
∑

j,dfree

(∣∣∣λl (xlk(I) − x̂lk(I)
)∣∣∣2 +

∣∣∣λf (l) (xlk(Q) − x̂lk(Q)
)∣∣∣2)

2N0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

≤ Q

⎛
⎜⎜⎝
√√√√ dfree

(
d2min,Iλ

2
l + d2min,Qλ2f (l)

)
2N0

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ ,

(8)

where Q (x) = 1
π

∫ π/ 2
0 exp

(
− x2

2sin2θ

)
dθ , (x ≥ 0). dmin,I

and dmin,Q are minimum Euclidean distance of the I-
component and Q-component of two symbols, respec-
tively. For the rotated QAM constellation, it is easy to get
that dmin,I = dmin,Q = dmin,cp. Using an upper bound for
the Q function Q (x) ≤ 1

2 exp
(
− x2

2

)
, the the average PEP

can be upper bounded as

P
(
cl → ĉl

) = EH
[
P
(
cl → ĉl|H

)]

≤ Eλl ,λf (l)

⎡
⎣1
2
exp

⎛
⎝−

dfreed2min,cp

(
λ2l + λ2f (l)

)
4N0

⎞
⎠
⎤
⎦ .

(9)

From (9), we can know that the error performance of lth
layer is related to λl and λf (l). For the spatial multiplex-
ing MIMO system, the performance is dominated by the
weakest subchannel. That means the performance of pro-
posed scheme should improve as the smallest λ2l + λ2f (l)
over all layer increases. In fact, the spatial Q-component
interleaved sequence

{
λf (l)|l = 1, 2, . . . ,M

}
can be viewed

as a rearrangement of sequence {λ1, λ2, . . . , λM}. In
order to obtain the best performance, we should find
an optimum spatial Q-component interleaved sequence
from the full permutation of all elements in sequence
{λ1, λ2, . . . , λM}. The design criterion of optimum spatial
Q-component interleaver can be written as

fopt = argmax
f

[
min

l∈[1,M]

(
λ2l + λ2f (l)

)]
. (10)

Lemma 1. For the SVD-precoded M layer spatial
multiplexing MIMO system with spatial Q-component
interleaver, the descending-order eigenvalues of MIMO
channel matrix are λ1 > λ2 > · · · > λM. The opti-
mum Q-component interleaving rule is f (l) = M − l + 1,
l = 1, 2, . . . ,M, which brings min

l∈[1,M]

(
λ2l + λ2f (l)

)
to its

maximum value.

Proof. See Appendix.

From Lemma 1, we prove that the component inter-
leaver used in [40] is optimal for the CISM scheme with
SVD precoding.

4 Limited feedback precoding for the proposed
scheme

The most serious drawback of SVD precoding is the
requirement of complete CSI at both the transmitter and
receiver. To reduce the data rate requirement for the feed-
back channel, LF precoding has drawnmuch attention and
has been widely used in practical systems.
For the proposed schemewith LF precoding, theNT×M

precoding matrix F shall be selected in a codebook set
P = {

F1,F2, . . . ,FNp

}
. The precoding matrix index (PMI)

of the selected precoding matrix shall be sent from the
receiver to the transmitter via a reliable feedback chan-
nel in time, which informs the transmitter to carry out
the corresponding precoding. In the receiver, the linear ZF
MIMO detection matrix is

G =
[(
Hp
)H (Hp

)]−1(
Hp
)H , (11)

whereHp = HF.
For the spatial multiplexing MIMO system without spa-

tial Q-component interleaver, the optimal precoder selec-
tion criteria from a codebook were proposed in [13, 14].
It is shown that in order to minimize a bound on the
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average probability of a symbol vector error, the min-
imum substream SNR SNRmin must be maximized. A
close approximation to maximizing the minimum SNR
for ZF receiver is also provided under the assumption of
M < NT . These two error rate-based percoding matrix
selection criteria (SC) are summarized as follows.
SC 1 - Maximumminimum SNR.

F = argmax
Fk ,Fk∈P

[
min

l∈[1,M]

(
SNRFk

l

)]
, (12)

where SNRFk
l is the SNR for layer l corresponding to the

precoding matrix Fk .
SC 2 - Maximumminimum singular value.

F = argmax
Fk ,Fk∈P

[λmin (HFk)] , (13)

where λmin (HFk) is the minimum singular value ofHFk .
However, the selection criteria above are unsuitable for

the proposed scheme with ZF receiver because spatial Q-
component interleaving readjusts the SNR of each layer.
Due to the orthogonal modulation, the transmit pow-
ers of the I-component and that of the Q-component on
each layer are both Es

2 . By the similar methods shown
in [47], the effective SNR of the received symbol on the
lth layer after spatial Q-component deinterleaving can be
simplified to

SNReff
l = 2Es

N0

([
HH

p Hp
]−1

ll
+
[
HH

p Hp
]−1

f (l)f (l)

) , (14)

where [A]−1
ll is entry (l, l) of A−1. Assume that the prob-

ability of symbol error for the lth layer is Pl and Pmax =
max
l∈[1,M]

(Pl). Depending on the input constellation, the

performance of the proposed scheme with spatial Q-
component interleaving in terms of vector symbol error
rate can be computed as [45, 47]

PM,ve = 1 −
M∏
l=1

(1 − Pl)

≤ 1 − (1 − Pmax)
M

≈ MPmax

≤ MNeQ

√
SNReff

min
d2min
2

,

(15)

where SNReff
min = min

l∈[1,M]

(
SNReff

l

)
. d2min is the squared

minimum distance and Ne is the average number of near-
est neighbors of the per-layer constellation. Therefore,
the performance of the proposed scheme is dominated
by the minimum effective SNR of M layers. Thus, based
on the optimal error performance, the optimal precod-
ing matrix selection criterion that is applicable to the
proposed scheme can be expressed as follows.

SC 3 - Maximumminimum effective SNR.

F = argmax
Fk ,Fk∈P

[
min

l∈[1,M]

(
SNReff,Fk

l

)]
, (16)

where SNReff,Fk
l is the effective SNR for layer l correspond-

ing to the precoding matrix Fk . For each precoding matrix
Fk ∈ P , the matrix with the largest SNReff

min is chosen.
SC 3 can provide the optimal error performance for

the proposed scheme. However, to calculate SNReff
min, it

requires a search over all layers according to (14) based
on the spatial Q-component interleaving rule for all alter-
native precoding matrix Fk ∈ P . The computational
complexity is much high, especially when M and the
size of codebook are large. This motivates us to design
a novel precoder selection criterion for the proposed
scheme based on the error performance with computa-
tional reduction.
For the two-layer spatial multiplexing system, the Q-

components of symbols on two layers are exchanged with
each other by Q-components interleaving. According to
(14), the practical SNRs of the received symbols on both
layers after spatial Q-component deinterleaving are equal
and can be expressed as follows

SNReff = 2Es

N0

([
HH

p Hp
]−1

11
+
[
HH

p Hp
]−1

22

) . (17)

Correspondingly, the two layers have the same perfor-
mance. Assume that the probability of symbol error for
the two layers are both Ps = P1 = P2. According to
(15), the vector symbol error rate of the two-layer pro-
posed scheme with spatial Q-component interleaving can
be computed as

P2,ve ≈ 2Ps ≤ 2NeQ

⎛
⎝
√
SNReff d2min

2

⎞
⎠ . (18)

As shown above, in order to minimize a bound on the
average probability of a symbol vector error, SNReff must
be maximized. Note that

tr
([

HH
p Hp

]−1
)

=
[
HH

p Hp
]−1

11
+
[
HH

p Hp
]−1

22

=
2∑

k=1
ρk

([
HH

p Hp
]−1

)

=
2∑

k=1

1

ρk
([

HH
p Hp

])

=
2∑

k=1

1
λ2k
(
Hp
) ,

(19)
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where ρk (A) and λk (A) are the kth eigenvalue and
singular value of A, respectively. Therefore, (17) can be
simplified as

SNReff
l = 2Es

N0

( 2∑
k=1

1
λ2k
(
Hp
)
)−1

. (20)

In order to achieve the maximum SNReff, it has to make
sure that (19) has the minimum value. Therefore, for the
proposed scheme with M = 2, the criterion that choos-
ing the precoding matrix with the minimum value of
2∑

k=1

1
λ2k(Hp)

leads to the optimal error performance.

Based on (14) and (19), for the proposed scheme with
M > 2, we can lower-bound SNReff

min as

SNReff
min ≥ 2Es

N0

(
M∑
l=1

[
HH

p Hp
]−1

ll

) = 2Es
N0

( M∑
l=1

1
λ2l
(
Hp
)
)−1

.

(21)

Through the above analysis, we find a simple method
to calculate the minimum effective SNR SNReff

min for SC
3. Instead of the calculation of effective SNR for each
layer that is related to

[
HH

p Hp
]−1

, the simplified method
only need to compute the singular value of Hp. We define

that g (Fk)
�=

M∑
l=1

1
λ2l (HFk)

. A precoding matrix selection

criterion with low complexity can be expressed as follows.
SC 4 - Minimum singular value function.

F = argmin
Fk ,Fk∈P

[
g (Fk)

]
(22)

For each precoding matrix Fk ∈ P , the matrix with the
minimum g (Fk) is chosen.
It is worth noting that for the proposed scheme with

M = 2, SC 4 are equal to SC 3.

5 Optimal rotation angle based on AMI analysis
5.1 BICM-AMI andmotivation of optimization
In the practical communication system, the trans-
mitted signal x = [

x1k , x
2
k , . . . , x

M
k
]T usually takes

on a discrete finite alphabet (constellation sig-
nal set). Assuming equiprobable inputs, the AMI
between the signal after rotated constellation map-
ping and the signal after the soft demapper is named
BICM-AMI [1].
According to Lemma 1 in [32], an effective way to

calculate the BICM-AMI by measuring the AMI between
the transmitted bits and their corresponding LLRs can be
expressed as

IBICM =
M∑
l=1

m∑
j=1

I
(
cjl; Lcjl

)

= Mm +
M∑
l=1

EL
cjl

[
gI
(
Lcjl

)]
,

(23)

where gI (x) = ex
1+ex log2

ex
1+ex + 1

1+ex log2
1

1+ex .
For the proposed scheme, the optimal constellation

rotation angle is one of the most important problems
for SSD. For the coded MIMO system, a number of fac-
tors (the number of antennas, precoding, modulation,
code rate, and so on) will impact the optimal angle. As a
result, the selection of the optimum angle becomes much
more challenging. Maximizing BICM-AMI is an effec-
tive way to optimize the system performance. In [43], the
BICM-AMI is used to design the optimal rotation angle
of trace-orthonormal STBC by establishing the relation-
ship between the optimal angle and SNR. It inspires us to
optimize the rotation angle of the proposed scheme in the
same way. In this paper, BICM-AMI is first used to evalu-
ate the performance advantages of the optimal component
interleaver and precoding matrix selection criterion pro-
posed in Sections 3 and 4. Based on AMI maximization
criterion, determination of the optimal rotation angle by
establishing the relationship curve between optimal angle
and corresponding AMI is investigated.

5.2 BICM-AMI of the proposed schemes
The AMI reflects the maximum information rate that can
be reliably transmitted at a given SNR. Therefore, The
larger AMI value indicates a better system performance.
For a given SNR, the BICM-AMI value IBICM varies with
the rotation angle. Some examples are presented in Figs. 2
and 3. Without loss of generality, for the proposed scheme
with LF precoding, the precoding codebooks for NR =
NT = 4 and NR = NT = 8 MIMO schemes are based on
[5, 48], respectively.
For the proposed MIMO system based on SVD

precoding with NR = NT = 8, M = 4, in order
to verify the performance advantage of the optimal
Q-component interleaver, the commonly used cyclic
Q-component interleaver is also investigated for compar-
ison purpose, which can be expressed as

f (l) = (l modM) + 1, l = 1, 2, . . . ,M. (24)

The numeric results are shown in Fig. 2. The optimum
rotation angle for SVD-precoded MIMO system with
optimal Q-component interleaver is 29◦, while it is
32◦ for the proposed scheme with cyclic Q-component
interleaver. It is worth noting that the AMI of the
proposed scheme with optimum Q-component inter-
leaver is larger than that of the proposed scheme with
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Fig. 2 NR = NT = 8,M = 4 SVD-precoded MIMO system, IBICM vs. θ for QPSK at SNR=-2.6 dB

cyclic Q-component interleaver. This observation means
that the optimum Q-component interleaver proposed
in Lemma I outperforms the commonly used cyclic Q-
component interleaver.
For the LF precoded MIMO system, the AMIs of

proposed systems with SC 1 and SC 4 are plotted in
the same figure. As can be seen from the Fig. 3a, for
both percoding matrix selection criteria, the optimal rota-
tion angles of the proposed MIMO system with NR =
NT = 4, M = 2 are different at SNR = −2.6 dB, which
are about 45◦ and 31◦ for SC 1 and SC 4, respectively.
For NR = NT = 8, M = 4 MIMO system based on
LF precoding with the cyclic Q-component interleaver at
SNR = −3 dB, the optimal angles for SC 1 and SC 4 are
both 0◦. From Fig. 3, it can be observed that BICM-AMI
for SC 4 is always not less than that of SC 1. This observa-
tion indicates that the proposed MIMO scheme with SC 4
has a better performance than the proposed scheme with
SC 1.
For the purpose of studying the effect of constellation

rotation on the system performance, for the proposed
NR = NT = 4, M = 2 MIMO scheme, the BICM
AMIs corresponding to the proposed schemes with opti-
mal rotation angles and without rotation are plotted
in Fig. 4. For the proposed schemes with SVD and
LF precoding, constellation rotation brings an increase
of AMI. However, for the proposed schemes with LF
precoding, the BICM-AMI increased by rotation is slight.
It means that compared with SVD-precoded scheme,
the performance improvement of the LF precoded

proposed schemes caused by constellation rotation is very
limited.

5.3 Determination method of optimal rotation angle
By the same method introduced in [43], based on BICM-
AMI maximization criterion, the optimal rotation angle
θopt and corresponding IBICM

(
SNR, θopt

)
can be obtained

at a given SNR. We can get the relationship between
IBICM

(
SNR, θopt

)
and θopt by making various adjustments

of SNR. For NR = NT = 4, M = 2 MIMO system,
the the curve of θopt versus IBICM

(
SNR, θopt

)
is shown

in Fig. 5.
From Fig. 5, the optimal angle θopt can be viewed as

a function of IBICM, i.e., θopt = κ (IBICM). It provides a
good reference for selecting the optimal angle. For the
proposed M-layer BICM MIMO system with code rate R
and 2m-ary modulation, the theoretical maximum infor-
mation rate that can be transmitted is Īmax = MmR.
Therefore, the optimal rotation angle is highly recom-
mended to choose θopt = κ

(
Īmax

)
. For instance, for

NR = NT = 4, M = 2 MIMO system with 0.5 code
rate and QPSK modulation, Īmax = 2. According to
Fig. 5, the optimal rotation angle are both 0◦ for SVD-
precoded proposed scheme and LF precoded proposed
scheme. According to the above method, we can get
the optimal rotation angles for proposed scheme based
on various parameters without predetermined operating
SNR. Because of limitations of space, the optimal
rotation angles that are used in Section 6 are listed in
Table 1.
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Fig. 3 LF precoded MIMO system, IBICM vs. θ for QPSK. a NR = NT = 4,M = 2, SNR=-2.6 dB. b NR = NT = 8,M = 4, SNR=-3 dB

6 Simulation result
In this section, simulation results are provided to illustrate
the performance of the proposed spatial multiplexing
MIMO system with spatial component interleaver. In
the simulation, 1/2-rate 64-state BCC with the genera-
tor of (133, 171)8 is used as the channel code. The high
code rate R = 3/4 is derived from it by employing
“puncturing” as introduced in [49]. The coded bit length
N = 1200. The decoding of BCC is the standard Bahl-
Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv (BCJR) algorithm. The i.i.d. Rayleigh

MIMO fading channel is employed and the channel is
changed independently from each block of N coded
bits.

6.1 Results of SVD-precoded scheme
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
optimum spatial Q-component interleaver, the BER
performance compared with commonly used cyclic Q-
component interleaver proposed in (24) is presented for
NR = NT = 8 3/4-rate BCC-coded MIMO systems. It is
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Fig. 4 BICM-AMI corresponding to the proposed schemes with optimal rotation angles and without rotation for NR = NT = 4,M = 2 MIMO

observed in Fig. 6 that the proposed schemewith cyclic Q-
component interleaver provides a significant performance
improvement with respect to the conventional spatial
multiplexing MIMO scheme. Furthermore, the proposed
scheme with optimum spatial Q-component inter-
leaver proposed in Lemma I can still obtain about

17 dB for M = 8, 4.8 dB for M = 6 and 1.5
dB for M = 4 at BER = 10−4 than the pro-
posed scheme with cyclic Q-component interleaver.
From the simulation results, an observation can
be made that the SNR gains are greater for more
layers.
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Table 1 The optimal rotation angles for the proposed schemes
with Gray labeled QPSK

NR NT M R Modulation Precoding θopt

8 8 4 3/4 QPSK SVD 45◦

8 8 6 3/4 QPSK SVD 27◦

8 8 8 3/4 QPSK SVD 25◦

4 4 2 1/2 QPSK LF SC 4 0◦

4 4 2 3/4 QPSK LF SC 4 45◦

8 8 2, 4, 6 1/2 QPSK LF SC 4 0◦

6.2 Results of LF precoded scheme
For the proposed scheme with LF precoding and ZF
receiver, simulations are carried out to compare the
performance of different percoding matrix selection cri-
teria. Figure 7 presents the BER performance for 1/2-rate
and 3/4-rate BCC coded NR = NT = 4, M = 2 MIMO
systems with 3GPP LTE precoding codebook [5]. Without
loss of generality, the commonly used cyclic Q-component
interleaver is used. It is clearly shown in Fig. 7 that the
proposed scheme with spatial Q-component interleaver
always has a performance gain compared to the spatial
multiplexingMIMO scheme without Q-component inter-
leaver. For example, for the both schemes with SC 1, the
proposed scheme with spatial Q-component interleaver
achieves about 0.35 and 0.17 dB SNR gain compared
with the spatial multiplexing MIMO scheme without
Q-component interleaver at BER = 10−4. For the con-
ventional spatial multiplexing MIMO scheme without Q-
component interleaver, SC 1 has the best performance

and achieves about 0.27 dB SNR gain compared with
SC 2 for both code rate at BER = 10−4. In contrast, the
performance of proposed scheme with SC 1 is worse
than that with SC 3 and SC4 about 0.5 dB. This obser-
vation indicates that the proposed SC 3 and SC 4 are
more suitable for the proposed LF MIMO system with
spatial Q-component interleaver. For the 3/4-rate BCC-
coded proposed scheme, the optimal rotation angle is
45◦. However, the performance improvement caused by
rotation is very limited, which is consistent with the
AMI analysis in Fig. 4. It is worth noting that the low
complexity precoding matrix selection criterion SC 4
has the same performance with SC 3 for the proposed
scheme with M = 2 and just has a little performance
loss compared with SC 2 for the conventional spa-
tial multiplexing MIMO scheme without Q-component
interleaver.
For the MIMO system with M > 2, the proposed

LF precoded schemes with the proposed criteria SC 3
and SC4 always have the effective SNR gains. Figure 8
presents the BER performance for 1/2-rate BCC-coded
NR = NT = 8 MIMO systems with precoding codebook
introduced in [48]. Compared with the conventional spa-
tial multiplexing MIMO scheme with SC 1, the proposed
scheme with SC 3 obtains about 0.36, 0.56, and 0.95 dB for
M = 2, M = 4, and M = 6, respectively. For M = 2, the
proposed scheme with SC 3 and SC 4 have the same per-
formance, while the performance of SC 4 is about 0.15 dB
worse than that of SC 3 for M > 2. The simulation
results illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed
system.
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Fig. 6 BER performance of 3/4-rate BCC coded, QPSK MIMO systems with SVD precoding, NR = NT = 8
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Fig. 7 BER performance of BCC coded, QPSK MIMO systems with LF precoding, NR = NT = 4,M = 2

7 Conclusions
In this paper, precoded BICM spatial multiplexing MIMO
system with spatial component interleaver is discussed.
For the SVD-precoded spatial multiplexing MIMO sys-
tem with spatial component interleaver, the PEP of coded
bits is analyzed. Based on the bound of PEP, the opti-
mum spatial Q-component interleaver design criterion
and a optimum spatial Q-component interleaving rule
are proposed. The performance of conventional spatial

multiplexing MIMO system is dominated by the smallest
singular value of the channel matrix (the weakest layer),
while the proposed scheme can improve the performance
of the weakest layer through the spatial component inter-
leaving. In addition, the LF precoded BICM spatial multi-
plexing MIMO system with spatial component interleaver
and ZF receiver is studied. Based on the minimum aver-
age probability of symbol vector error criteria, the optimal
effective SNR-based precoding matrix selection criterion
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Fig. 8 BER performance of 1/2-rate BCC-coded, QPSK MIMO systems with LF precoding, NR = NT = 8
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and a simplified criterion are proposed. The simplified
criterion has the same performance for two-layer trans-
mission and small performance loss forM > 2. Moreover,
the method of determining the optimal rotation angles for
the proposed schemes via maximizing the BICM AMI is
also presented. The AMI analysis also illustrates that the
optimal rotation angle is more crucial for SVD-precoded
MIMO scheme with spatial component interleaver. For
the proposed scheme with LF precoding, performance
gain brought by constellation rotation is very limited.
The simulation results validate all the theoretical analy-
ses. Through the above optimization, the performance of
the proposed precoded BICM spatial multiplexingMIMO
system with spatial component interleaver outperforms
that of conventional precoded spatial multiplexingMIMO
system.

Appendix
Proof of Lemma 1
Assume that λi2 = ρi is the ith (i ∈ [1,M]) largest
eigenvalue of H · HH . Correspondingly, ρ1 > ρ2 >

· · · > ρM. According to Eq. (10), the optimum spa-
tial Q-component interleaving rule should guarantee that
ηf = min

l∈[1,M]

(
ρl + ρf (l)

)
reaches its maximum value. Note

that the interleaved sequence
{
ρf (1), ρf (2), . . . , ρf (M)

}
is

another new permutation of {ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρM}. The inter-
leaving rule of proposed optimum spatial Q-component
interleaver in Lemma 1 can be list in Table 2.
From Table 2, the sum of nth (n ∈ [

1,
⌊M

2
⌋]
) pair of

eigenvalues (the nth column) is equal to that of (M − n +
1)th pair of eigenvalues (the (M−n+1)th column). With-
out loss of generality, we assume that the sum of the ith
(1 ≤ i ≤ ⌊M

2
⌋
) pair of eigenvalues has theminimum value,

that is ηf = ρi + ρM−i+1.
Suppose Lemma 1 is not tenable, we can find a new

interleaved sequence corresponding to the new interleav-
ing rule f ′, that has ηf ′ > ηf . In order to obtain a larger
minimum value, for the new rule f ′, ρf (i) = ρM−i+1 that
corresponding to the minimum value ηf must be changed.
In fact, the changing of ρf (i) can be viewed as exchang-
ing position with another eigenvalue ρk , (k 	= M − i + 1).
Correspondingly, f ′(i) = k, and f ′(f (k)) = M − i + 1.
The eigenvalue sequences for new spatial Q-component
interleaver rule f ′ is listed in Table 3.
In the case of k > M − i+ 1, we can get ηf ′ ≤ ρi + ρk <

ρi + ρM−i+1. Therefore, it always has ηf ′ < ηf .

Table 2 Eigenvalue sequences for proposed optimum spatial
Q-component interleaver in Lemma 1

ρ l ρ1 ρ2 · · · ρi−1 ρi ρi+1 · · · ρM−1 ρM

ρ f (l) ρM ρM−1 · · · ρM−i+2 ρM−i+1 ρM−i · · · ρ2 ρ1

Table 3 Eigenvalue sequences for new spatial Q-component
interleaver rule f ′

ρ l · · · ρi · · · ρM−k+1 · · ·
ρ f ′(l) · · · ρk · · · ρM−i+1 · · ·

If k < M − i + 1, M − k + 1 > i. For the new spatial
Q-component interleaver rule f ′, ρi + ρk > ρM−k+1 +
ρM−i+1 ≥ ηf ′ . Because ρi+ρM−i+1 > ρM−k+1+ρM−i+1 ≥
ηf ′ , it always has ηf ′ < ηf .
In a word, we cannot find a new spatial Q-component

interleaver rule f ′ which has ηf ′ > ηf . f (l) = M − l + 1 is
the optimumQ-component interleaving rule to assure the
maximum value of min

l∈[1,M]

(
λ2l + λ2f (l)

)
.
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